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Part 1: Setting Up Your Profile 

Update Your Details 
 
Login to the HashChing dashboard and access your profile by clicking your name in the upper right hand 
corner, and selecting ‘Profile’. 
 

 
 
From here you can change your 
- Service area (where you will receive leads) 
- Profile picture (remember, no logos!) 
- Update your details including About Me, Mobile, Aggregator, Office Address, State, Languages, 
Achievements, Qualifications, and Total Experience. 
- Add your Key Specialities - leads will use these to search for you in the broker finder. 
 
Make sure to click the ‘Update Profile’ button at the bottom of the page to save any changes before 
moving on.  

If you need to update your name, your business name, or your ABN you can email 
support@hashching.com.au and one of the team will be happy to change it for you.  
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Part 2: Getting To Know Your Dashboard 

My Dashboard 
 

 
 

Your dashboard provides you with access to all of HashChing’s features, your leads, and your 
performance.  
 
On the front page of the dashboard, you can view any upcoming tasks in Today’s Schedule, see any leads 
that are due for an update, and access our various management features such as: 
 
- The financial snapshot, which can help you calculate your expected commissions.  
- The Lead Comparison Chart, where you can track and compare leads received, lodged, and settled over 
your chosen time frame.  
- Your HashChing statistics such as reviews, success rate, and average response time.  

 
At the top of each page you can indicate if you’re going to be unavailable for any amount of time, to 
prevent yourself from receiving leads and scheduled calls while you are away 
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My Calendar 
 
My Calendar shows all scheduled calls and reminders that have been added against your leads. You can 
also click any day on the calendar to add custom events and reminders. Any events added through the 
calendar will also show up on today’s schedule.  
 
 
HC Products 
 
This section of the dashboard showcases all HashChing products available to our broker partners. This 
includes special white labelled products, deals for your leads, and ways to earn money through 
HashChing. We are always working on more offers, so check back regularly! 
 
 
Tools 
 
In the Tools section you can find: 
 
Bulk Email - Mass email your contacts through our bulk email tool. You can add attachments, upload 
templates, and send emails with your personal branding and custom signature.  
 
Reports - Download lead and settlement reports based on your chosen parameters. 
 
Templates - Create and upload custom templates for use as emails, messages, and remarks.  
 
 
Settings 
 
The Settings section of the dashboard allows you to customise various parts of your HashChing 
dashboard.  
 
You can change your brand, logo, and signature in ‘My Branding’ (see section 5 for a detailed guide on 
how to do this).  
You can customise the types of notifications you receive from HashChing in ‘Notifications’, view your 
transaction history in ‘My Account’,  and access your contract in ‘Profile Documents’. 
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Part 3: Receiving Your First Lead 

First Steps 
 
When you first get a lead from HashChing you will receive an email and SMS alert. These messages will 
contain the name and requested call time of the lead. Leads can book a call up to a week in advance, so 
they don’t all need to be called right away. 
 
Even if the lead doesn’t need to be called straight away there are some important steps that you need to 
take as soon as you receive the lead.  
 
1. Go to the Leads section of your dashboard and locate the lead. A New lead should be located under 
‘New’ 

 

a) This is the lead info panel, where you can view the important details of the lead, such as name, 
phone number, email address, and loan amount. 

b) You can change the status of the lead between Qualify, On Hold, Lodged, or Approved 
c) Here is where you can mark the lead as settled or close the lead. The option to close a lead will 

only appear once you have had it for at least 7 days. 
d) Use the add remark function to provide updates on the progress of the lead and communicate 

with the HashChing team.  
e) The contact lead function allows the ability to SMS, email, and message the lead through the 

dashboard.  
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2. Add a Remark to the lead. It’s important that you add a remark as soon as possible to keep your 
response time low. The first remark should acknowledge that you have received the lead and that you are 
able to call them at the requested time.  

If you are unable to call a lead at the time they have requested we suggest trying to arrange an alternate 
time with the lead. You can also contact the HashChing support team and ask for the lead to be 
reassigned to a different available broker. 

3. Enter a follow up date and time. Your first follow up date should be for the day and time the lead has 
requested the call. That way you will get an SMS reminder 15 minutes before the scheduled call. 
 
4. SMS the customer, introducing yourself as their assigned HashChing Broker  
 

Part 4: Lead Management 

Average Response Time 
 
Average response time is one of the most important metrics measured for all of the brokers with 
HashChing. Average response time is the time between when a lead is added to a broker’s dashboard, 
and when the broker adds their first remark. It is calculated as an average of your most recent 3 leads. 
 
This is why it is so important to add that first remark as soon as possible. The quicker you add your 
remark the lower your response time will be. A low average response time means you will get leads that 
want to be contacted sooner, and these leads tend to be higher intent.  
 

 
 
Average response time is only recorded between the hours of 8am - 8pm, 7 days. Leads that come in 
outside of these times just need to be updated as soon as possible after 8am the next day.  
 
If you know you’re not going to be able to respond to leads quickly because you’re in a meeting or driving, 
or if you’re going away for any period of time it’s important to enter your leave in the dashboard or app 
(you can read more on this in Part 2) 
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Overdue Process 
 
All leads that are assigned to you by HashChing are subject to our overdue process. This process ensures 
that leads are regularly maintained and kept up to date.  
 
When you enter a follow up date, you are letting us know when we should next expect an update from you, 
as well as setting a reminder for yourself. After the follow up date you have set has passed you will have 
10 days to update the lead before it is considered overdue.  
 
If no remarks are added and the lead is marked as overdue you won’t be able to purchase any further 
leads access packs until all leads are up to date. 

 
 

Unreachable Leads 
 

While all HashChing leads are verified, sometimes you may come across a lead that doesn’t answer the 
phone or respond to messages.  
 
In these situations, you can request that HashChing perform a quality check on the lead by selecting the 
HashChing Action checkbox when adding a remark. 
 

 
  
The HashChing Action option will only appear once you’ve had a lead for at least seven days. Once you’ve 
requested a quality check our team will take a further 7 days to try and reach the lead through various 
methods.  
If we’re able to speak to the lead we will try to arrange a call with you. If we cannot get a hold of them 
either, then the lead will be removed from your dashboard and no longer counted as one of your received 
leads  
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Moving Leads Through the Pipeline 
 
You will notice a number of different statuses that you can assign to a lead in the leads management 
page.  
 

 
 
All leads that you receive from HashChing will start off in the New tab and move to Qualify after you’ve 
added a remark.  
 
As the lead progresses you should move it through the pipeline, to Lodged, Approved, and eventually 
Settled.  
 
If you’re waiting for a lead that wants to be contacted in more than a couple of weeks to progress, or who 
is still waiting to save a deposit, probationary periods to end, etc. then you can put that lead on hold. You 
can put leads on hold for up to three months before having to add an updating remark. 
 

Closing or Settling a Lead 
 
Unsuccessful Settlement 

 
You will notice that the option to close a 
lead as unsuccessful will only appear after 
you have had the lead for at least seven 
days 
 
When closing a lead as unsuccessful you 
will be asked to add a closing remark and 
select an unsuccessful status, which will 
further clarify why the lead was not able to 
proceed. 
 
Once the lead has been closed, as long as 
it is a HashChing lead, they will be 
prompted to leave a review against your 
broker profile. It’s possible to get your best 
reviews from unsuccessful leads, so 
always keep this in mind! 
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Successful Settlement 
 
 

You can close a lead as successful at any 
time, though if it is a HashChing lead we 
prefer it has gone through the pipeline 
first.  
 
When settling a lead successfully you will 
be asked to fill out a few details about the 
loan and add remarks.  
 
Once you submit the lead as settled, they 
will receive a review request to rate their 
experience with you.  
 
If you successfully settle a lead you have 
added to the platform yourself, the lead 
won’t automatically be sent a review 
request, but you can still send one 
manually (read more about this in part 6) 
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Part 5: Tech Tools and Features 

Bank Statement Collection 
 
Our bank statement collection tool uses bank scraping technology to provide you with the last 3-6 months 
of account statements and categorised transactions. This tool can be used for HashChing leads and your 
own leads, with no extra charges.  

 
Click on ‘Request Bank Statement’ and 
an email will be sent off automatically 
to your lead.  
 
From there they will be prompted to 
log in to the customer dashboard, and 
the log in to their bank account.  
 
Once complete the statement and 
transactions will be available for you 
to download from the leads 
management page.  

 
For a detailed walkthrough of how this process works you can view our bank statements webinar in the 
Resources section of your dashboard. 
 

Document Capture and Fact Find 
 
Our document capture tool allows you 
to request any amount of documents 
from your leads, as well as any 
additional applicants. It also contains 
a fact find, and e-signature 
technology.  
 
Click on ‘Request Client Data’ and you 
will be taken to a page that will allow 
you to specify which documents you 
would like from your lead.  

 
Once you submit your request the lead will be sent an email automatically asking them to log in to their 
dashboard and complete the request. The system automatically sends reminders, so all the follow up is 
done for you. 
 
Once complete the documents will be available for you to download by accessing the document request 
page.  
 
For a detailed walkthrough of how this process works you can view our document collection webinar in 
the Help section of your dashboard. 
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Customer Dashboard and Branding 
 
The customer dashboard is where a lead can log in to 
- Track the progress of their loan 
- Upload requested documents and statements 
- Send and receive messages  
- See their broker’s details 
 
The best part of the customer dashboard is that it is customisable to match your brand.  You can access 
the customisation page by clicking on Branding in the dashboard: 

 
 
 

a) Upload your company logo. Your logo will show up 
on your customised customer dashboard, as well as 
on any automatic emails that go out to leads (such 
as for bank statement and document requests) 

b) Customise the colours of the customer dashboard to 
suit your brand.  

c) Preview the changes you’ve made, so you can see what the customer will see when logging in. 
d) Create an email signature that will display on all automatic emails. 
e) Preview your custom emails, with the logo and signature you’ve added. You can toggle between 

HashChing leads and your own leads - any emails sent to HashChing leads will include both your 
logo and ours.  

Your Logo 

Your Logo 

a 

b 

c 

d 

e 
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HashChing Broker App 
 
The HashChing Broker app is an essential tool to managing your leads and broker dashboard on the go.  
 
From the mobile dashboard you can 
- Toggle yourself available and unavailable to receive new leads. 
- Update your HashChing Broker profile 
- View lead details and add remarks 
- Add and remove selected deals 
 
You can download the app from the Apple App Store or Google Play Store: 

 
 
 
Video Calling 
 
Our video call feature allows schedule and make video calls to your clients easily.  

 
 
To schedule a call simply click the 
‘Schedule Call’ button and select a 
day and time. Your lead will receive 
an SMS and email notification 15 
minutes before the call time.  
 
You can also start a video call 
immediately by clicking the ‘Start 
Video Call’ button.  
 
 
 

 
Your lead can join the call from either their phone or computer simply by clicking the link in the SMS 
or email.  
 
The history of the video call will be time stamped in the remarks section beneath the lead.  
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Part 6: Adding Your Own Leads 

Benefits 
 
Adding your own leads to the HashChing platform allows you to use our leads management system to 
keep all your leads up to date in one place. You can use our bank statement facility, document collection, 
reminder system, and more without incurring any additional charges.  
 
HashChing doesn’t market to or contact your own leads, except for where requested by you. You can 
remove your leads from the system at any time, and we don’t retain any of their data.  

 

How To 
 
Adding your own leads to the HashChing platform allows you to use our leads management system to 
keep all your leads up to date in one place. You can use our bank statement facility, document collection, 
reminder system, and more without incurring any additional charges.  

 
 
1.  Navigate to the Add New Lead section of the dashboard (highlighted in the sidebar in the image 
above) 

2. Make sure all fields are filled out, including loan type and status. The status will let you determine 
where in the pipeline the lead will go, so you don’t have to move it right away once uploaded 
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3. Opt-in or out of creating a consumer dashboard:  
 

 

This is where a lead can log in and track the progress of their loan and upload documents. You can read 
more about this in part 5.   

4. Once the lead has been successfully submitted click Continue. If you don’t get the option to continue 
go back and check all boxes have been filled out and there are no errors. 

5. The lead will appear in your lead management page under the status you selected. From here you can 
use our bank statements and document collection, contact features, and other lead management tools. 

 

Part 7: Premium and Gold Broker Programs 
 
At HashChing we actively look for ways to help our broker partners succeed and reward them when they 
do. Our premium and gold broker partners recognise brokers who are able to consistently perform and 
reward them with additional leads in each access pack, media opportunities, priority access to larger loan 
amounts, and more.  
 

Becoming a Premium or Gold Broker  

Becoming a premium or gold broker is simple, and our team is always here to help provide tips and advice 
on how to get the most out of your HashChing subscription.  
 
Premium Broker Requirements: 
- Maintain a success rate of 10% or higher (your success rate is calculated based off your total 
settlements over the total amount of leads in all statuses on your dashboard) 
- Maintain an average response time below 6 hours 
- Receive a minimum of 3 reviews, with an average rating of 3 stars or higher (remember that you can get 
reviews from unsuccessful leads as well as successful ones) 
 
Gold Broker Requirements:  
- Maintain a success rate of 20% or higher (your success rate is calculated based off your total 
settlements over the total amount of leads in all statuses on your dashboard) 
- Maintain an average response time below 2 hours 
- Receive a minimum of 5 reviews, with an average rating of 3 stars or higher 
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Premium and Gold Broker Benefits: 
 

 

Part 8: Support 

Getting In Touch With Us 
 
Our team is always ready and waiting to help.  
 
You can reach the support team on 1800 444 744 or support@hashching.com.au 

 
 


